
Mini foldable desktop phone holder Dudao F14S (black) Ref: 6973687242664
Mini foldable desktop phone holder Dudao F14S (black)

Phone / tablet stand 
Dudao phone or tablet stand will provide you with incredible comfort while browsing the web, watching series or recording videos. The
stand will make it easier for you to do your daily chores. Thanks to the adjustable tilt angle, you can easily adjust it to your liking. The
sturdy design guarantees stability and protects your device from damage.
 
Many possibilities
The F14S stand will work perfectly during various situations. You will use it to watch your favorite movies or TV series. It can also be used
during live broadcasts or remote lessons. Thanks to it you can easily shoot videos for your social media profiles. 
 
Thoughtful design
The  stand  allows  you  to  adjust  the  angle  of  tilt  in  the  range  of  5-45°.  So  you  can  easily  adjust  its  setting  to  your  needs  and  ensure
maximum comfort while using your phone or tablet. Another advantage of the stand is its handy, foldable design - you can successfully
fit it even into your pocket and take it with you wherever you want!
 
Exceptional stability
Robust and durable construction guarantees the safety of your equipment. On the stand there are silicone elements that not only hold
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the device stably, but also protect it from damage or scratches.
 
Model
F14S
Material
ABS + silicone
Color
Black
Dimensions
128 x 67.5 x 12.2 mm
Weight 
60 g

Price:

€ 3.51

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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